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+ Topical vs academic 
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• Creating a Research Space 
(CARS)

+ Evaluating literature

+ Taking a stance on the 
literature
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First, prospectus vs proposal



First, prospectus vs proposal
... I don't think it matters and I don't think there's a difference
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Rather than think about what a proposal is, consider what a proposal should do for your 
audience—it should anticipate and answer their questions about the research you are 
proposing.
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• Why does any of this matter? So what?
+ Will your work further our understanding of this topic/question alone, or will it be 

helpful for related issue?

+ REGARDLESS OF WHAT RESULTS YOU ACTUALLY FIND, what is the value of this project?
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Contextualizing your work
• What is the context of your work?

+ Social Context (What real world situation/phenomenon does this work help us understand?)

+ Academic Context (What has prior scholarship said about this question or related issues?

• What is the research gap that you will fill with your scholarship?
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(Some) ways to contribute



Examples of topical/problem-solution significance
University of Manchester Academic Phrasebank

https://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/


Academic significance: creating a research space (CARS)

Apart from demonstrating the topical/real-world significance of your research, you 
also have to locate it within some broader academic conversation
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Literature review

Research gap (academic problem)

Creating a Research Space (CARS)

Swales, John M. and Christine B. 
Feak. 2004 Academic Writing for 
Graduate Students. 2nd ed. Ann 
Arbor: University of Michigan 
Press.
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Literature review

Research gap (academic problem)

Creating a Research Space (CARS)

Swales, John M. and Christine B. 
Feak. 2004 Academic Writing for 
Graduate Students. 2nd ed. Ann 
Arbor: University of Michigan 
Press.

• Move 1: Establish Territory
• Demonstrate the importance of 

the topic
• Introduce and review items of 

previous research in the area 
of study (survey the field: 
DESCRIPTIVE)

• Move 2: Indicate a gap in the 
previous research, establish that 
previous knowledge needs to develop 
in some way, or evaluate the state 
of the field (take a stance: 
ANALYTICAL)
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Constructing a gap: “We still don’t know…”

Valkenburg, Patti M., and Jochen Peter. 2007. “Who 
Visits Online Dating Sites? Exploring some 
Characteristics of Online Daters.”  CyberPsychology
& Behavior 10(6): 849-852.



Constructing a gap: “Something has changed”

Ellison, Nicole, Rebecca Heino, and Jennifer Gibbs.  
2006. “Managing impressions Online: Self-
Presentation Processes in the Online Dating 
Environment.” Journal of Computer-Mediated 
Communication 11: 415-441.



Constructing a gap: Flaws in prior scholarship

Paul, Aditi. 2014. “Is Online Better Than Offline 
for Meeting Partners? Depends: Are You Looking to 
Marry or to Date?” Cyberpyschology, Behavior, and 
Social Networking 17: 664-667.



Filling a Gap: Here’s what I’ll do about it…

26

Toma, Catalina L., Jeffrey T. Hancock, and Nicole B. Ellison. 
2008. “Separating Fact From Fiction: An Examination of Deceptive 
Self-Presentation in Online Dating Profiles.” Personality and 
Social Psychology Bulletin 34(8): 1023-1036.



Research gap templates
University of Manchester Academic Phrasebank (again)

https://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/


Scaffolding
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• Start by assuming that your proposal should have four sections
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Scaffolding (ask your  advisor)
• Start by assuming that your proposal should have four sections ask your advisor 

if they want anything particular

+ Introduction

• Background

• Statement of the problem

• Research question

+ Literature review

• Sub-divided by relevant fields/themes

+ Methodology

• Theoretical framework

• Data gathering/analysis

• Hypotheses

+ Conclusion/significance

• Sub-divided by relevant audience/purpose
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Scaffolding with questions
• Start by assuming that your proposal should have four sections

+ Introduction

• What is your research question?

+ Literature review

• What have other scholars said on this topic/question and what is missing?

+ Methodology

• What are you going to do to contribute to the literature?

+ Conclusion/significance

• Why is your research important?



Scaffolding with more questions
• Start by assuming that your proposal should have four sections

+ Introduction

• What is your research question?

+ Why is this research question important to ask?

+ Literature review

• What have other scholars said on this topic/question and what is missing?

+ What are the consequences of the research gap that you have outlined?

+ Methodology

• What are you going to do to contribute to the literature?

+ What kinds of data will you be gathering and why? How will you be analyzing your data and why? How 
have you operationalized your research question?

+ Conclusion/significance

• Why is your research important?

+ Regardless of your specific results, what is the significance of this proposed work?



Connecting everything



More summer webinars

https://sites.usc.edu/graduate-writing-coach/workshops-and-webinars/
https://sites.usc.edu/graduate-writing-coach/
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